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Sustaining inclusive mixed-income communities requires fostering both community development and community organizing. We define community development as the mobilization of resources towards improving community assets, while we define community organizing as the mobilization of resources towards achieving social change, often through political participation. Unfortunately, communities often feel tension between the two approaches, and organizations tend to focus on one strategy to the detriment of the other. We believe both approaches must be implemented concurrently to foster inclusive mixed-income communities, particularly in cities that are finally experiencing growth after decades of decline and disinvestment. For disinvested communities that are majority-Black,² we advocate for a community organizing approach centered in Black feminist politics, which includes acknowledging, valuing, and cultivating leadership by Black women. We believe that the values articulated by Black feminist politics, such as validating and empowering the knowledge and traditions of local communities, allows for sustained community organization for social change while also providing opportunities for developing the physical and social capital of communities. Black feminist-centered community organizing can help to mitigate the tension between community organizing and community development strategies.

This essay examines the case of the Nicetown Community Development Corporation (NTCDC) and members of the organization’s Village Network in Philadelphia. Black residents

¹ This essay appears in Mark L. Joseph and Arny T. Khare, eds., What Works to Promote Inclusive, Equitable Mixed-Income Communities, please visit the volume website for access to more essays.
² Editors’ Note: We have recommended that essay authors use the term “African American” when referring specifically to descendants of enslaved people in the United States and the more inclusive term “Black” when referring broadly to members of the African diaspora, including African Americans, Caribbean Americans, and Africans. In this way, we seek to acknowledge the unique history and experience of descendants of enslaved people in the United States and also the diversity of backgrounds within the larger Black community. After considerable deliberation, we have also recommended the capitalization of Black and White. Though both are labels for socially-constructed racial categories, we join organizations like Race Forward and the Center for the Study of Social Policy in recognizing Black as a culture to be respected with capitalization and White and Whiteness as a social privilege to be called out. All references in this essay to Black/African-American, White, or Asian populations refer to non-Hispanic/Latinx individuals unless otherwise noted.
who had long been active in Nicetown formed the CDC in 1999 to foster inclusive urban planning and planning education in the area as the city’s economy was on the upswing. Much of the organization’s programmatic success stems from intentionally focusing on the role of Black women—a population that has long provided leadership in the community despite being marginalized by most community development practitioners. The case of NTCDC and its Village Network members experience illustrates two themes:

- **Focusing simultaneously on community development (i.e., improving the built environment) and community organizing (i.e., increasing local residents’ consciousness, agency, and leadership around community needs) contributes to a more inclusive mixed-income community.** Using a framework developed by Shane R. Brady and Mary Katherine O’Connor in 2014, we analyze the strategies and tools that NTCDC and Village Network members used to build community, plan, mobilize, and translate positive outcomes into future organizing on behalf of an equitable, inclusive mixed-income community, and we compare them to the more widely used but narrowly focused asset-based community economic development (ABCD) model;³ and

- **Black feminist political organizing offers an effective framework for inclusive community development** because it values the contributions made by woman-led households and community networks—resources that greatly influence society and culture but are often ignored by other community development approaches—and builds on these strengths and lived experiences to mobilize residents.⁴ We apply concepts from Black feminist politics to contextualize NTCDC’s mission and approach, not to exclude other racial and gender groups but to apply a framework that directly addresses and elevates one of the most vulnerable demographics in urban communities.

Together, these themes suggest ways in which community development efforts can become more effective in producing inclusive mixed-income communities. First, this essay will provide background and context on the differences between community organizing and development while establishing how Black feminist politics mediate between the two strategies. Next, we will discuss the case of Philadelphia and the origins and mission of the Nicetown CDC. Finally, we will provide illustrative examples of how NTCDC and its Village Network members stick to a core set of strategies to foster inclusive communities in the changing city.


Movement Context: Community Organizing, Development, and Black Feminist Politics

Historically, as cities’ tax bases and populations declined with the onset of urban deindustrialization, community development organizations often felt forced to choose between politically oriented community organizing (delivered through community-based organizations, or CBOs) and asset-based community economic development (delivered through community development corporations, or CDCs). Black feminist politics, meanwhile, emerged with a focus on the specific needs and contributions of Black women and children. In order to understand why these approaches work well together to create inclusive, equitable mixed-income communities, it helps to know how each strategy for social change evolved.

Community Organizing. Community organizing is a practice for changing society in ways that improve outcomes for previously marginalized members. It is a strategic approach for building and exerting political power in contexts where certain groups are systemically excluded from political representation. Community organizing lays the groundwork for sustaining core values over time, by fostering and creating a community consciousness, literally “building community.”

Community organizing’s origins lie in urban industrialization, when community-based organizations such as Settlement Houses and social workers provided charitable works, goods, and services to impoverished neighbors. These organizations also acted as middlepersons and advocates for impoverished people, helping to create the first set of social welfare policies during the New Deal. Settlement Houses often worked with White, immigrant communities; as Black communities grew they also received aid, although less of it. Community organizing during the early Progressive Era created the foundations for what came to be called poor people’s politics. Impoverished groups had not had political representation in the form of policy directly
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benefitting their interests, and community organizing created a suite of social welfare policies that directly addressed the needs of some while exacerbating the needs of others.\textsuperscript{12}

\textbf{Community Development.} Community development evolved out of community organizing in the mid-20\textsuperscript{th} century, in response to declining urban populations and lagging private investment that made government intervention necessary. The New Deal and other social welfare policies were explicitly designed to mitigate urban unrest from high job and housing losses, particularly as experienced by men in the unstable labor market.\textsuperscript{13} These policies are best categorized as people- and place-based community development, with the overwhelming focus on developing individuals and places through workforce training, guaranteed mortgages for homeownership, and large-scale public works projects to stabilize employment and income while also producing new residential and commercial spaces within cities.\textsuperscript{14}

Unfortunately, these federal policies had segregated programming for Whites and Blacks that was administered by state and local bureaucrats, whose prejudices often created differential benefits for Blacks and Whites. The individualistic emphasis on job training and mortgage assistance was helpful in lifting the White middle class out of the Great Depression but did little for the increasingly Black urban denizens during the economic restructuring of the postwar era. Many community development strategies have continued to prioritize middle-class norms of homeownership, nuclear family household composition, and post-secondary school completion, even if these methods don’t benefit Black communities in the ways they benefit White ones.\textsuperscript{15}

\textbf{Black Feminist Politics and Planning.} Growing post-industrial cities favored policies that privileged the individual over the community, capital over labor, and agglomeration over redistribution. This neoliberal turn in social welfare policy translated into a direct attack on the livelihoods of the most disenfranchised and vulnerable,\textsuperscript{16} including and especially single Black women with children. For them, the dismantling of the safety net of welfare, public housing, public education, subsidized health care, and other entitlements warranted a political response that met their particular needs. Black feminist politics sought to fill that gap in several ways.
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First, Black feminist organizing is committed to creating and sustaining “oppositional knowledges”—i.e., using knowledge of places as a tool for resistance and resilience in the post-industrial city.\(^{17}\) Oppositional knowledge leverages spatialized networks of knowledge banks to aggregate and synthesize information across a specified geographic area. In what Carol Stack refers to as “survival strategies,” the limited resources of spatially adjacent households are pooled to increase each individual’s chance of survival.\(^{18}\) Oppositional knowledge of households, resources, and strategies across a geographic area can empower and validate the decision-making autonomy of vulnerable individuals as well as promote great social mobility. An organization that collects and takes seriously the community’s oppositional knowledge (as opposed to the top-down practices often deployed by traditional community development organizations) is more likely to build community and cultivate trust.

Second, Black feminist politics addresses a core set of priorities that have long been central to the Black feminist tradition:\(^{19}\) high-quality and affordable or free education, fair and safe labor opportunities (and the ability to get to them), clean and safe neighborhoods with high-quality services, and affordable and safe housing. All of these priorities fall within the purview of urban and regional planning,\(^{20}\) and thus require a political response. Creating and implementing a plan to achieve these political priorities, using community trust and oppositional knowledge, is a key part of Black feminist organizing’s approach to mobilizing communities for social change.\(^{21}\) By sticking with the core political values of home, education, health, and social mobility, residents can mobilize *independently* of publicly convened, top-down planning meetings to advocate for their own interests from the bottom up.

Infusing Black feminist politics into a community organizing approach calls for centering Black women’s leadership and engagement and intentionally engaging a diverse range of perspectives on community goals within Black femme interests—including those of young, elderly, queer, disabled, immigrant, and trans women.\(^{22}\) Elected officials also serve an important role in empowering community members by translating oppositional knowledge into policies and programs and by advocating for Black feminist interests and policies. In centering a diverse mix of Black women perspectives in community organizing efforts, particularly in mixed-income communities, we can pay more attention to what Khare, Joseph, and Chaskin refer to as the
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“enduring significance of race” in structuring residential experiences.\textsuperscript{23} This diversity of Black women leaders can help to mitigate the secondary marginalization that can occur within disenfranchised communities.\textsuperscript{24}

**Geographic Context: Philadelphia and Nicetown**

Philadelphia's population reached a peak of nearly 2.1 million in 1950 before declining to a post-industrial-era low of 1.5 million in 2000. As the city redevelops a thriving and diverse economy, community development and community organizing have both evolved and mixed-income communities have become increasingly common. Growth has been uneven in the last two decades, however. Map 1 displays the changes in household income from 2008—just before the foreclosure crisis that hit Black households at twice the rate of White households in the city—to 2017.\textsuperscript{25} During that decade, some census tracts’ median household values in the city decreased by 32 percent while others increased by 137 percent in the same period. The red highlighted portion of NTCDC’s designated service area shows both sides of this spectrum: A few tracts saw values appreciate by about 30 percent, while some saw values decrease by 30 percent. While household values varied dramatically across the service area, household income was a bit more uniform: Map 2 shows most household income across the Nicetown census tracts either decreased or remained flat between 2008 and 2017. Many areas in Philadelphia experienced these simultaneous increases in household values while incomes remained flat or unchanged, creating increasing housing burdens in a high-poverty city. This housing insecurity and vulnerability makes it difficult for organizations to sustain community mobilization and advocacy in high-need areas.

Map 1:

Changes in Median Home Value in Philadelphia from 2008 to 2017
Map 2:

Changes in Median Household Income in Philadelphia from 2008 to 2017
Post-industrial Philadelphia has a bifurcated economy powered by low-wage service and underemployed workers and high-wage, white-collar professionals. The metropolitan area is home to several universities, two teaching hospitals, and a wide range of pharmaceutical and chemical companies. City policies are concomitant with those of a growth machine, privileging the needs and development of downtown property owner and business interests, often to the detriment of social services and policies that would stabilize outlying residential areas. The city offers a 10-year tax abatement for new construction and renovation, a reduced business privilege tax (while the regressive individual wage tax remains stable), and a number of business improvement districts that provide disproportionately strong amenities to high-rent areas in the city.

Population changes in Philadelphia have altered the practice of community organizing in different communities. In communities near the downtown and universities, membership in longstanding organizations is changing and new organizations are emerging to reflect the shifting demographics. For instance, instead of working to oppose an urban renewal project or protest the shuttering of a manufacturer, community organizations and residents in those areas are working with real estate developers and corporate interests to create business improvement districts and other neoliberal policy mechanisms. Sometimes, these alliances result in community organizations that are full of homeowners whose interests favor property value appreciation, regressive property tax policy, and extensive use of the carceral state and poverty criminalization to maintain these interests. Thus, tensions between community development and community organizing strategies are appearing with increasing frequency in mixed-income areas of the city.

Nicetown, historically a working-class neighborhood in North Philadelphia, just 10 miles from center city, is seeing some unevenness in its own economic growth while still lagging behind the growth of the city overall. Once home to many factories and Eastern European immigrant households, Nicetown transitioned into a majority-Black community in the middle of the 20th century. The neighborhood has two primary schools and one high school, several parks and green spaces, a transit center for the city’s regional rail system, and multiple subway stations. Excluding the newly-renovated transit center, very few of these places and spaces have seen funding committed from local, state, and federal government. The community also has strong connections to advocates of Black feminist organizing: City Council members Cindy Bass and Cherelle Parker are Black women who cover Council districts within or adjacent to Nicetown, and Kendra Brooks, a Nicetown resident and community organizer, successfully ran for a City Council At-Large seat under the Working Families Party, the first third-party candidate in over half a century. All three women advocate for policy initiatives that reflect Black feminist organizing priorities, while remaining committed to Black feminist core values.

Nicetown CDC’s Mission and Focus

The Nicetown Community Development Corporation (NTCDC)’s mission is “to dynamically improve the quality of life in Nicetown and surrounding communities by establishing sustainable community economic development.” The statement continues: “We fulfill our mission with a holistic and inclusive approach to goals and objectives that prioritize public safety; mobilization through ‘re-education’ and training; affordable housing development; commercial corridor revitalization; arts & culture, and land care.”

NTCDC focuses on homelessness prevention but takes a holistic approach to meeting individual and community needs. By addressing community development needs, such as affordable housing development and commercial corridor revitalization, and community organizing needs, such as mobilization through re-education, the organization straddles the divide between the need for material and political progress. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the array of information and services provided by NTCDC.

Fig 1:
EXCERPT OF NTCDC NAC QUARTERLY NEWSLETTER, JANUARY-APRIL 2019
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**NTCDC’s Core Features**

Nicetown Community Development Corporation educates and mobilizes the community in several ways that make it more inclusive and equitable, some of which use community organizing tactics and some that focus on community development. The components include a Neighborhood Advisory Committee (NAC); a Village Network and drop sites; community surveying, needs assessment, and planning; financial autonomy; and a commitment to what we have framed as a Black feminist approach to developing leadership in the community, particularly among young residents.

**Neighborhood Advisory Committee.**

Neighborhood Advisory Committees (NACs) are funded by the City of Philadelphia’s Division of Housing and Community Development to inform residents about city programs. NTCDC established a NAC in Nicetown to function as its comprehensive planning arm, providing ongoing education and encouraging community participation and collaboration. The NAC’s outreach strategy, conducted via telephone, social media, door-to-door canvassing, service area briefings and community meetings, special events, and a quarterly newsletter, was developed “to help improve quality of life as it relates to housing, poverty, neighborhood conditions, unemployment and associated problems,” NTCDC materials state. “The goal is to connect with residents, businesses, schools, and various community and faith-based organizations, and enhance our capacity to serve low-moderate income residents throughout the service area.”
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Village Network and Drop Sites. For marginalized households in Nicetown, a number of different organizations and places offer goods and services not provided by the public sector. However, navigating this network is difficult, particularly for new or elderly residents, or residents with limited mobility. To address this need, NTCDC established a Village Network that identifies individuals and locations that have agree to help disseminate important information, which NTCDC staff hand deliver or email to them. The distribution points change in response to an ongoing assessment of neighborhood needs and use of space and place, but they include block captains, business associations, elected officials, faith- and community-based organizations, agencies, schools, hospitals, private businesses and other information exchange locations (“drop sites”). To date, the NTCDC/NAC has identified more than 130 drop sites in its service area. Networked approaches to community organizing are not new. However, this local, scaled-down approach is an improvement on the traditional network strategy because it incorporates the organization's ongoing commitment to surveying and assessing community needs. These survey efforts are coordinated through social media, network listservs, and the Neighborhood Advisory Committee.

Community Surveying, Needs Assessment, and Planning. With funding from the Neighborhood Advisory Committee, NTCDC surveys the community frequently to learn about community needs. Housing stability, childhood health and development, and community healing and responses to gun violence have surfaced as needs most frequently articulated by the interviewees. One purpose of surveying is to draw people out of their homes and into the community. For a neighborhood where nearly one in three residents are living at or below the poverty line, and with homeowners facing disproportionately high foreclosure rates, these interpersonal interactions can have broader community benefits on health and wellness, according to Sandra Harmon, NTCDC’s data and outreach coordinator. “We see a lot of people, particularly seniors, living in silence not knowing that help is available...feeling ashamed, embarrassed, any number of things you can feel when you’re impoverished,” Harmon says.

The hard work of conducting methodologically rigorous and iterative community surveys pays high dividends as it strengthens the organization’s commitment to neighborhood diversity and inclusiveness. The surveys reach out to all residents across age, class, gender, ability, mobility, and housing tenure boundaries, literally “meeting people where they are,” as Harmon puts it, “from business owners who are needing to organize, right down to someone who is substance addicted and in need of some resources.” The organization takes a proactive approach to ensuring that marginalized interests are represented by going out to different community events and spaces, while also understanding that these surveys must be conducted at different literacy levels, in different formats, and address a range of needs.

NTCDC also uses survey results to inform planning and programming. NTCDC Executive Director Majeedah Rashid is certified by the local Citizen’s Planning Institute (CPI); she is a steering committee member of two of the city’s district planning groups and brings a significant amount of planning expertise and tools to NTCDC’s programming. In this way, local community planning serves as an entry point to broader community and political mobilization and household and community empowerment, and is an important contributor to producing social change. When surveys underscored the community’s concern with housing, for example, NTCDC obtained grants from local foundations and the Philadelphia City Planning Commission (PCPC) to create community plans for mixed-income, mixed-use, transit-oriented developments; worked with local designers to create renderings and hold charrettes; and ultimately managed to secure Low-Income Housing Tax Credits and over $40 million in financing for Nicetown Court I and II. When the development and construction of the buildings encountered some community resistance to the proposed rent schedule, NTCDC responded by meeting the community where they were, holding a listening session, and increasing the number of units that could accept Housing Choice Vouchers. The buildings, finished in 2016, contain 90 rental units as well as ground-level retail options, a medical office, a fitness center, and a new green space. This development certainly expands the community’s resources, but the rents—$573 per month for a one-bedroom unit, and $937 for a four-bedroom—are far above median rental prices in the neighborhood and above the rent-burden threshold of many household incomes.

Financial Autonomy. Unlike older community-based organizations and CDCs, which had to accept government grants and contracts to provide social services in low-income communities as urban populations and tax revenues declined, the relatively new NTCDC has not relied on public or philanthropic money for its core operations, except for federal grants for weatherization and affordable homeownership programs. Instead, NTCDC finds that its leaders’ ability to maintain strong personal networks in the community generates a great deal of in-kind donations. NTCDC often gets free consultations from local design companies, donated goods and services for its annual Nicetown Giveback Festival, and subsidized catering from local restaurants. This relative independence means that the organization can take on controversial political stances, but also leaves NTCDC increasingly dependent on its leadership. Other community organizations in Nicetown have also found that independence from public funding—either by choice or because city, state, and federal administrations are an unstable source of funding for social welfare—gives them more leeway to address individuals’ ongoing material needs while also supporting the community’s need for recreational and assembly space. For instance, the Giving of Self
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Partnership (GOSP), which serves low-income households in the adjacent West Oak Lane neighborhood, purchased a large building on the border of the Nicetown and West Oak Lane neighborhoods. It draws most of its revenue for programming from renting rooms to churches, day care providers, and party organizers.

**Leadership Development.** NTCDC was founded by Black men and women but is currently only employing Black women in leadership positions. Black women-led households dominate the Nicetown community, but there also is a large elderly population and growing youth population. NTCDC and other Village Network members rely heavily on the community to act as leaders of organizations; virtually all of the leaders live in or near Nicetown. Not only does this provide a level of comfort and accountability for residents and community organization leaders, it also provides the needed context to interpret surveys and needs assessments and translate them into effective programming.

**NTCDC’s Village Network in Action**

As the examples that follow illustrate, NTCDC deploys its core components and its combination of community organizing, community development, and Black feminist political strategies to: fill funding gaps in community programs; ensure that low-income legacy residents have power and resources in a neighborhood where many community organizations are stretched to, and beyond, their limit; and empower residents to mobilize around their immediate needs.

**Financial Autonomy to Support Leadership Development.** Funding streams for local, state, and federal programs and initiatives are notoriously unreliable, because priorities tend to change every time a new leader assumes office. When public funding ends for programs that Nicetown residents rely on, NTCDC and its Village Network step in to fill the gap as best they can. The Nicetown branch of the free public library is a good example. Located in an unassuming building on a commercial strip at the intersection of North Broad Street and Hunting Park Avenue, it is one of the city’s libraries with a mission to “advance literacy, guide learning, and inspire curiosity.”

Fred Ginyard, the Director of Programming for the North Central cluster of the free public library system of Philadelphia, works with programming staff to fulfill this mission but also understands the library’s broader role in the community. “We are the only free space with programming in the neighborhood,” he says. “There isn’t any [other] space that you’re not going to get chased out of.”

Sustaining an above-and-beyond mission is difficult in a community short on resources, but Nicetown library staff have received microgrants from the central branch for programs that serve community’s specific needs, including a series of youth theatre camps and open-mic nights that were instrumental in building community and in building
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the space of the Nicetown library branch. Although funding for the open-mic night has lapsed, Nicetown Library continues to hold it with an entry fee, using audio equipment purchased with the grant.

**Obtaining Resources for Nicetown Residents.** NTCDC uses the Village Network and drop-site arrangement with 130 partners to connect Nicetown residents with an array of in-kind goods, services, supports, and opportunities. Reflecting priorities aligned with Black feminist politics, these resources center on those often most needed by women and families, such as food banks, childcare, training, and part-time work opportunities. For example, a parishioner at Provision of Grace World Mission Church (a Village Network member) who has connections to the national organization YouthBuild helped the church obtain programmatic funding to train local youth to rehabilitate occupied and vacant homes in the neighborhood. Residents of low-income neighborhoods often have weak ties to outside resources, but the network created and maintained by NTCDC helped make that linkage on behalf of Nicetown youth and families.

Before organizing residents, NTCDC must first overcome counter-pressures rooted in the neighborhood's history, urgent current needs, and residents’ sense of disconnection from the community. These barriers reflect a core tension between community development and community organizing in mixed-income communities, notes Rhona Austin, who runs State Senator Sharif Street’s Nicetown office: Communities like Nicetown were disinvested in and demobilized while other parts of the city experienced growth and revitalization. Residents are aware of how this affected the neighborhood—especially how public policy undermined the neighborhood’s economic status. The long history of redlining and mortgage discrimination in Black communities, the stagnant wages and job opportunities, the declining quality and availability of affordable housing, and the ongoing threat of environmental pollution and health hazards that come with living in a neighborhood designed for industrial use all combine to create fewer household resources available to meet greater community needs. In that context, it isn’t surprising that residents might resist showing up “to sit in a meeting [to] talk about a building across the street,” Austin notes. “How can you think about the community needs when you are too busy thinking about your own?”

Working residents might also be too tired to take on another project; often, meetings that are meant to mobilize and inform all community members are attended mostly by those who have free time not dedicated to work or domestic duties. “You would have the same 15 people out of a neighborhood of 500 show up,” Austin observes.

NTCDC’s response is to frame community organizing as an immediate solution to residents’ own needs. The organization and its Village Network partners take pride in preemptively addressing the concerns of local households and consistently providing goods and services that promote housing stability. Many of the organizations have weekly food pick-ups; clothing drives for holidays and the beginning of school; and semi-annual days dedicated to
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utility bill forgiveness, record expungements, or other high-cost legal and administrative functions. At the onset of the foreclosure crisis, for instance, NTCDC canvassed homeowners in areas at high risk of foreclosure, including two neighborhoods just north of Nicetown, to provide information on foreclosure diversion and assistance. Their rationale, informed by Black feminist politics, was that freeing up the emotional and mental bandwidth of heads of single-parent households would lead to more participation and engagement in community actions.

Conclusions

The field of housing and community development can learn a great deal from the experiences of organizations in communities such as Nicetown. Inclusionary mixed-income communities require an iterative, community-driven, resource-mobilizing approach to organize long-term and newly-arriving residents over time. Community organizations working in areas where mixed-income development is occurring must increase funding independence and shift away from the often-conservative philanthropic foundation and nonprofit funding complex in order to maintain accountability to and flexibility for the changing community’s needs. Focusing limited organizational resources on both community development and community organizing is difficult, but the benefit is inclusionary, responsive programming for communities that have both traditional and nontraditional options for community development. Centering Black feminist political values and leadership is an effective means of mitigating between this tension emerging from opposing community organizing and development priorities. This long-term investment in community will help to build trust, enhance educational outreach and community participation, and mobilize and empower residents to contribute to social change for marginalized communities.

Implications for Action

Implications for Policy.

- Policy makers should legitimize and support the networks, foci, and spaces needed to sustain Black feminist “oppositional knowledge” and should maintain and increase funding allocated to key Black feminist political interests, such as education, care, housing, and mobility.
- Local, state, and federal policies should:
  - Include funds for surveying, community building and organization, and implementing community plans;
  - Emphasize and provide funds for grassroots programming to sustain innovative strategies, such as the Village Network; and
• Counteract the pitfalls of funding community organizations—e.g., the emphasis on short-term service funding—by specifying funding for community organizing and community development activities.

• City governments can create dedicated streams of funding for community organizations that support multiple forms of data collection, by implementing a system similar to Neighborhood Advisory Committees.

**Implications for Research and Evaluation.**

• Measures of success for community development should not only focus narrowly on individual mobility but also on community-wide measures of empowerment and autonomy.

• Researchers should engage in Participatory Action Research (PAR) and Community Based Participatory Research (CBPR) to account for their own biases and produce research reflective of community needs and empowerment goals.

• In keeping with the PAR/CBPR methods, researchers can conduct research and evaluation through local organizations and schools—engaging citizens in collecting data and using data for decision making (i.e., linking planning and empowerment).

• Researchers and policy makers should accommodate longer evaluation timelines for programs and interventions in order to capture impacts and outcomes in neighborhoods with high rates of disadvantage and poverty, which make outcomes difficult to ascertain. At the same time, researchers should build local research capacity and phase out their own direct investigation in order to avoid creating “permanent laboratories,” a longstanding issue involving social science in marginalized communities that undermines trust and induces research fatigue.

**Implications for Development and Investment.** Investment and development strategies should be diverse enough to account for multiple economy types while also offering balanced approaches to development for renters and homeowners alike. Maintaining neighborhood affordability while attracting market-rate investment is difficult. But the Nicetown Courts model with service-providers, medical, retail, and political offices on the ground floor mixed with residential units in a transit-oriented development is a great means of attracting development while addressing housing needs. Other targets for investment include:

• Cooperatives (for both business and homeownership/renters), which foster empowerment and address material needs at the same time. Cooperatives can also create employment opportunities with greater autonomy than other traditional job-training and workforce development programs.
• Community land trusts (CLTs), which allow nonprofits and governments to issue leases on land but not to sell the property. This creates permanent affordability, by limiting the ability to profit from real estate sales.

• Using a block grant model to leverage the power of larger organizations to attract funding, and issuing microgrants for community proposals to support businesses and provide start-up capital.

Implications for Residents and Community Members.

• Residents and community members must continue to hold community organizations accountable to their service areas and to changing political, economic, and social interests and realities.

• Residents and community members need to support organizations that innovate by participating in surveys, meetings, and leadership training and opportunities.

• Based on this case study, community organizations should consider the following when building inclusive mixed-income communities:
  • Foster empowerment and engagement by legitimizing “oppositional knowledge”;
  • Create space for people to gather and legitimize their own networks;
  • Tap into local funding to support community planning efforts and ongoing surveying and needs assessment;
  • Implement a Village Network model that stretches the definition of community—consider partnering with educational and other anchor institutions as a means to create weak ties in the neighborhood; and
  • Maintain ongoing educational opportunities in nontraditional spaces (such as parks, cafes, and laundromats) to engage wider segments in the community as an initial step of community building and empowerment.
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